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We use historical strategy simulations to evaluate the advantages of donating appreciated stock in the context of tax-aware long-short factor strategies. Our main findings are as follows.

First, long-short strategies have a higher donation capacity than long-only investments, and their donation capacity increases with leverage. Second, long-short strategies have a higher donation efficiency than long-only investments. Similar to donation capacity, donation efficiency increases with leverage.

Third, long-short strategies receive a larger loss-realization boost from donation of appreciated stocks than long-only investments, which also increases with leverage. Fourth, by removing appreciated positions from the strategy portfolio, higher donation targets reduce the tax costs of modifying the long-short strategy, for example, transitioning it to a long-only portfolio.

Finally, when stock donations are done without replenishment, long-short portfolios offer pre-tax and after-tax performance that is far superior to that of long-only investment. Here too, pre-tax and after-tax value achieved with long-short investments increases with leverage.
eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.

The information in this paper may contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets, forecasts or expectations regarding the strategies described herein, and is only current as of the date indicated. There is no assurance that such events or targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown here. The information in this document, including statements concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons.